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INVARIANT MEANS ON THE CONTINUOUS
BOUNDED FUNCTIONS

BY

JOSEPH ROSENBLATT

Abstract. Let G be a noncompact nondiscrete o-compact locally compact
metric group. A Baire category argument gives measurable sets (Ay: y e T}
of finite measure with card(T) - c which are independent on the open sets.

One approximates {Ay: y G T) by arrays of continuous bounded functions
with compact support and then scatters these arrays to construct functions
{fy: y s T} in CB(G) with a certain independence property. If G is also
amenable as a discrete group, the existence of these independent functions
shows that on CB(G) there are Y mutually singular elements of LIM each
of which is singular to TLIM.

0. Let G be a nondiscrete o-compact locally compact group. Fix a left-

invariant Haar measure X on G and let ß be the Lebesgue measurable sets. If

G is compact, assume \{G) = 1. For a continuous function/from G to the

real numbers R, H/U« denotes the supremum norm off. Let CB(G) be the

Banach space of continuous bounded functions on G in the supremum norm.

The regular action of G on CB(G) is defined by g/(x) =/(g~'x) for all

g, x G G and/ G CB(G). A right-uniformly continuous bounded function f is

one such that the map g -*gf from G to (CB(G), || • H,,,) is continuous. Let

UCBr(G) denote the subspace of CB(G) consisting of right-uniformly

continuous bounded functions; UCBr(G) is a closed invariant subspace of

CB(G) containing the constants. The space UCB,(G) of left-uniformfy

continuous bounded function is defined analogously, and the space of uniformly

continuous bounded functions on G is UCB(G) = UCB/G) n UCB,(G).

Let S{G) be any subspace of lx{G) which contains the constants and is

invariant under the regular action of G on /„(G). A mean 9 on 5(G) is a

positive linear functional with 0(1) = 1. A left-invariant mean is a mean 9

with 9{gf) = 9 if) for all g G G and / G S {G). The set of left-invariant
means on S{G) is denoted by LIM(S). A group G is amenable as a discrete

group if LIM(/œ) ¥= 0. A weaker condition is that the group G is an amenable

locally compact group; that is, LIM(CB) ¥= 0. Let P{G) be the positive

measurable functions h with fh dX ** 1. The convolution » of functions /,

and/2 on G is defined for all z E G by
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/i*/a(*)-//iO0/2(.V-V)¿AÍ>).

If A E P(G) and/is a bounded measurable function, then A */ E UCB/G).
A mean 9 on CB(G) is topologically left-invariant if 9(h *f) = 9(f) for all
h E P(G) and/ E CB(G). This definition makes sense for other subspaces of

LX(G), the bounded measurable functions on G. Say that a subspace S of

L,Jfi) is admissible if 1 E 5 and S is left-invariant by the regular action and

convolution by P(G). For S admissible, let TLIM(S) denote the topologically

left-invariant means on S. Then TLIMÍS) c LIM(S) for any admissible

subspace S. Denote the left-invariant means on CB(G) by LIM and the

topologically left-invariant means on CB(G) by TLIM.

Greenleaf [7] describes various other equivalent definitions of an amenable

locally compact group. Suppose S is any of the spaces L^G), CB(G),

UCBr(G), or UCB(G). These spaces are all admissible and TLIM(S) c
LIM(S). The group G is amenable locally compact if and only if LIM(S) ^
0 and, in this case, the set TLIM(S) ^ 0 also. For S the space UCB(G) or

UCBr(G), LIM(S) = TLIM(S). Whether this can ever be true for S =

CB(G) when G is noncompact or S = L<JG) remains an open question. If G

is also amenable as a discrete group, Granirer [6] and Rudin [13] showed

TLIMÍLoo) 7e LIMÍL«,). Also, if G is noncompact and amenable as a discrete

group, then Liu and van Rooij [8] have shown that LIM ¥= TLIM. In the

special case of G = R, this was proved by Raimi [12]. In this paper, Theorem

1.6 sharpens these results.

If G is a compact group, then a is the unique element of LIM(CB) «

TLIM(CB). For G a noncompact cr-compact amenable locally compact

group, Chou [2] proved, with c = card R, that card(TLIM(S)) > 2C for S any

of the spaces LJfi), CB(G), UCBr(G), or UCB(G). The method there is
different from Chou [1] and applies to the nondiscrete case too. He also

describes the structure of TLIM(S) for admissible subspaces S of LM(G).

A theorem in [10] is that for a nondiscrete o-compact locally compact

group G which is amenable as a discrete group, the cardinality of LIM(LM) \

TLIMiL,,,) is no smaller than 2C. In this paper the technique of [10] is

extended to CB(G) with G noncompact. One assumes that G is a noncompact

nondiscrete o-compact locally compact metric group. Then a large family of

independent functions is constructed in CB(G). These functions can be used

when G is amenable as a discrete group to prove that LIM contains 2f

mutually singular elements each of which is singular to TLIM.

1. In this section and the next a group G will mean a o-compact locally

compact Hausdorff group.

1.1. Definition. A sequence (Km) of pairwise disjoint subsets of G is

scattered if for all compact sets C c G, there exists M > 1 such that for each
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x G G at most one Cx n Km *M 0 with m> M.An array [K^: m, n > 1} of

pairwise disjoint subsets in G is scattered if for all compact sets C c G, there

exists M, N > 1 such that for each x G G at most one Cx n K„„ =£ 0 with

m > M or n > N.

1.2. Lemma. Assume G is a noncompact group. Let {Km) be a sequence of

compact sets. Then there exist a sequence (gm) c G and an array { g^,} C G

such that (Kmg„) is scattered and {A^g^,} is scattered.

Proof. Let L„ — U"m=xKm for all n > 1. Let {U„) be an increasing

sequence of nonempty open sets with compact closures such that U„°-iUn =

G. Fix any g, G G and suppose gx,..., g„ E G have been chosen for « > 1.

Choose gn+, not in any of the sets L~+xU„U~iL„+xgJ where j = 1.n.

This is possible because G is noncompact. The resulting sequence [Kmgm) has

the property that for each x G G at most one K„g„ n Umx =£ 0 with n > m.

If not, then for some n and/ with n > j > m, K„+Xgn+X O Umx =£ 0 and

Kjgj n Umx ̂  0. Hence, L„+lgn+x n U„x ¥* 0 and Lfl+,gy n U„x ¥^ 0 for

« >/. But then gn+, G L~+xU„U~lL„+xgj, which contradicts the choice of

gn+x. Thus, AT„gn n Umx ̂  0 at most once with n > m. But for any compact

set C c G, there exists M > 1 with C C UM. Also, the construction guaran-

tees that Kmgm n A"„g„ = 0 unless m = n. These facts show {Ämgm} is a

scattered sequence.

To scatter {Km) in an array of right translates, arrange the compact sets

{Km) in an array with the /nth-column constantly Km. Let {5Ç} be the

enumeration of the array by Cantor diagonalization. We choose {9Çgy}

scattered and enumerate gj = gmn when %j is chosen from the /nth-column

and /jth-row. This forces %¡ — Km if / = (m, n). Because the condition

m > M or n > N can be made stronger than (m, n)*=j> J, {A^g^,} is

scattered.   □

Remark. The definition of a scattered sequence or array used here is

scattering with respect to {Cx: x E G) for every compact C. One can prove

if G is noncompact and {Km) is a sequence of compact sets, then there exists

{Kmgm) scattered with respect to {Cx: x G G) and {xC: x E G) simul-

taneously for every compact C. This is useful for constructing functions with

properties as in 1.3 and 1.4 simultaneously from the left and the right. To

avoid technical complications, everything here is being done to best describe

properties of LIM and TLIM.

1.3. Lemma. Assume G is a noncompact group. Suppose f E CB(G) and

l/l < 2"«,Xt/„ where {[/„} is a scattered sequence of open sets with compact

closures. Then if supn\(U~x) < oo, 0(|/|) = Ofor all 9 E TLIM.

Proof. Suppose C is compact and X(C) > 0. Let t¡ = Xc/HQ G P(G).
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Choose m > 1 such that for each x E G at most one C"'xn U„ ¥* 0 with

n > m. Let fm be |/| restricted to U"-m i/„. Because {t7„} is scattered, at

most a finite number of {U„] meet each compact set C and so fm E CB(G).

Because G is noncompact and |/| - fm is compactly supported, for any

9 E LIM, ô(|/|) - 9(fm). Hence, 0(|/|) = 9(r¡ */J if 9 E TLIM; we claim
that |tj *fm\ < sup„ X(U„-X)/HC). It follows that 0(|/|) - 0 for all 9 E
TLIM. But for any x E G,

t, ./„(*) = X(C)-*/ x*-cO0/»(.r *) ̂À(y).

Yet at most one C~xx n U„ *£ 0 for « > m, and so at most one x~xC n

f/,"1 ^ 0 for it > jr. Since |/J < 2~„mX{/„» for each x E G, there is n(x) >

m with

hi•/•,(*)! <a(C)-1 2 fxx-'cnV.-'iy)dKy)

< MC)'1/ Xc-cnitf, W ¿My) < KV&y/HC).

Thus, for any x E G, |r/ ♦ /m(x)| < sup« X( ££" ')/X(C).   D
1.4. Definition. An element / E CB(G) such that 9(\f\) = 0 for all 9 E

TLIM will be called topologically null.

The previous lemma gives a criterion for / E CB(G) to be topologically

null. The next lemma will show that one can construct a topologically null

function / E CB(G) with 0 < / < 1 such that / has a certain permanence

property. For/ E CB(G),/ispermanently near one if forg,,..., gm E G and

8 > 0, there is x E G with |1 - gj(x)\ < S for all i = 1,..., m. For any

/ E CB(G), 1 - / generates an invariant closed ideal under pointwise

operations which is proper if / is permanently near one. For this reason, if G

is amenable as a discrete group and / is permanently near one, there exists

9 E LIM with 9(f)" 1. To show that 9 is singular to TLIM, one constructs

a function /which is topologically null and yet is permanently near one.

1.5. Proposition. Assume G is a noncompact nondiscrete group. Then there

exists an f E CB(G) with 0 < / < 1 such that f is topologically null and
permanently near one.

Proof. Let {Um\ be an increasing sequence of nonempty open sets with

compact closures Um such that G = U£_ií/m. Because G is nondiscrete and

a-compact, there is an open dense set V in G with \(V~X) < 1. Let Vm = U„

n V. Then Vm is open dense in Um and \(V~X) < X(V~X) < 1 for all m > 1.

For each m > 1, choose a sequence of continuous functions {f(m, n): n > 1}

with compact support contained in Vm such that (1) 0 < f(m, n) < 1 for all

m, n > 1; and (2) f(m, ri)->"xvm pointwise a.e. [X], Choose an array {g^,}
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with {(/„g™} scattered and define/ G CB(G) by f(x) = 2(f(m, «)(xgj):
m, n > 1} for all x E G. The function/ G CB(G) and_0 < / < 1 because for

all m,n> 1, {x:f(m, n)(xg-„x) ^ 0} c Vmgm and {Umgm„) is scattered.

Because |/| < 2mi„Xvm&m and sup^M^g^)'1) < suPm X(V~l) < 1, an

obvious variation on Lemma 1.3 shows / is topologically null. To see / is

permanently near one, fix g„ ..., gk E G. Because { Um) is increasing and

covers G, there exists M with g~x E UM for all / = 1.k; so e E flf-j

g¡UM. Because VM is open dense in UM, Dk^\g¡VM ¥= 0 and has positive

measure; choose v G f\k-\g¡VM such that for all i ** 1,..., k, gJ(M, ri)(v)

-*nXglvM('°) m I- Now fix N > 1 and let xN = vgMN. For each i =*!,... ,k,

g¡f(xN) = 2 /(»», n)(grxxNg-x) = 2 f(m, n){g~xvgMNg-x).
m,n m,n

But gf lv E VM c UM and the support of f(m, ri) is in Vm. Hence, if

f(m, n)(g-xvgMNgJ) ¥* 0 then Vm n VMgMNg-„x =£ 0 and, therefore, Vjg^

n VMgMN =£ 0. Because the { U^^,) is scattered, we must have (m, n) =*

(M, N) if Kmg„„ n VMgMN ¥= 0. This shows that for all / « 1.k and
N>\, gif(xN)=f(M,N)(grxv). Since f(M,ri)(grxv)-»nl for all i **
1,..., k, given any 5 > 0 there exists N > 1 such that g¡f(xN) > 1 - S for

all / - 1.k.  D
By dividing the rows of the array which defines / into unbounded disjoint

subsets, one can construct /„ f2 E CB(G) with 0 < / < / for / = 1, 2 and

/ = /, + f2 such that both /, and f2 are permanently near one. If it is done

correctly, this process can be repeated inductively. From this one can get

improved versions of the following theorem. In §2, a different technique will

give much better results.

1.6. Theorem. Assume G is a noncompact nondiscrete group which is

amenable as a discrete group. Then there exists f E CB(G) with 0 < / < 1 and

9 E LIM such that fis topologically null and 9(f) = 1.

Proof. Take/ G CB(G) with 0 < / < 1 and/both topologically null and

permanently near one. Let S be the invariant subspace of CB(G) generated

by 1 and 1 -/. Every j G S is of the form c + 1f?„xa¡g¡(l - f) for some c,

ax,..., am E R and g„ ..., gm E G. Define 9(s) = c if s is written in the

above form. Because / is permanently near one, t9 is a well-defined invariant

mean on S. Since S contains the constants and G is amenable as a discrete

group, there exists \p E LIM with \p = 9 on S. For this u% $(l - /) = 0 and/

is topologically null.   □

This theorem shows for a nondiscrete noncompact a-compact locally

compact group what is shown in Liu and van Rooij [8]. The result is stronger

in the following sense. Let 9X, 92E LIM be mutually singular if there exists

/ G CB(G) with 0 < / < 1 such that 9x(f) = 0 and 92(f) = 1. Theorem 1.6
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gives a f? E LIM which is mutually singular with any u^ E TLIM.

It is not clear that the discrete amenability assumption is necessary here.

Chou [2] speculates that if G is noncompact and nondiscrete then LIM ^

TLIM. However, Liu and van Rooij [8] also use the hypothesis that G is

amenable as a discrete group. In §2, some justification for using this

hypothesis in general will be given. Also unanswered under the same

hypotheses as Theorem 1.6 are these two questions. If 9 E LIM(UCB), does

there exist $ E LIM \ TLIM such that $ = 9 on UCB(G)? If 9 E
LIM(UCB), does there exist \b E LIM with $ = 9 on UCB(G) and ^
mutually singular with all of TLIM? See [11].

2. The following proposition is in [10], [11].

2.1. Proposition. Assume G is a nondiscrete metric group. Then there exists

a continuum of measurable sets {Ay: y E T) of finite measure such that for all

distinct yx,...,ymET, for all choices xiX,..., x¡„, yn, ...,yiHE G distinct

for fixed i = 1,..., m, and for all nonempty open sets V c G,

Vn
ml* n \

n n xvAyin n v; >0.

In this section the scattering lemma will be used to construct a family {fy:

y £ T) c CB(G) with a similar independence property. Notice that in the

following theorem the property that/ and {fy: y ET) have is that for all

choices as below the functions {gj), {x¡jfy¡), and {1 -y¡jfy¡) are simul-

taneously arbitrarily close to one.

2.2. Theorem. Assume G is a noncompact nondiscrete metric group. There

exists f E CB(G) with 0 < / < 1 which is topologically null and permanently

near one and there exists a continuum of functions {fy: y E T) c CB(G) with

0 < fy < 1 for all y ET such that for all distinct y.ym E T, for all
choices x¡.xin,yiX, ...,y¡„EG distinct for fixed i - 1,..., m, and for

allgx,...,gmEG,

II g/
/-I

ñ(ñ Vr,n (I-**)) 1.

Proof. Choose {Ay: y E T) as in 2.1. Let {ty be an increasing sequence

of nonempty open sets with compact closures Um such that G = U%-\Um.

Choose {g„„) with { Umg„^¡ scattered. Let Kbe an open dense symmetric set

in G with X(V) < 1. For each m > 1, let Ay(M) = Ay n Um and V(m) = V

n Um. For m > 1, choose {f(m, n): n > 1} in CB(G) with compact support

contained in V(m) such that (1) 0 < f(m, n) < 1 for all m, n > 1; and (2)
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f(m, n) -*nXyim) pointwise a.e. [X]. For each y G T and m > 1, choose

{fy(m, n): n > 1} in CB(G) with compact support contained in Um such that

(1) 0 < fy(m, n) < 1 for ail y G T and m, n > 1; and (2) fy(m, it)->"x4T(»)
pointwise a.e. [X]. For each x G G, define/ and fy by

f(x) - 2 /K n){xgj)   and /y(x) = 2 /yK«)(xgJ).
wT/î f?tfrt

Because {¿/„g^) is scattered and {x: fy(m, n)(xgj) ^0)c Umgm,fy is a

well-defined continuous bounded function. The same is true of /. By

construction, 0 < fy < 1 and 0 < / < 1. Also, / is topologically null and

permanently near one just as in the proof of Proposition 1.5.

Take y„ ..., ym E T. Choose n > 1 and distinct elements x,-,,..., x,„,

yiX, ...,yinEG for each i =* 1,..., m. Let g„ ..., gp E G contain {y¡j).

The independence of {Ay: y E T) implies

Í-1

m    I    n n '

n n *a n n y^
,_i w-i y-i       I

>0.

Each of the sets V and Ay is of finite measure. Let A A B = A \ B \j B \ A.

As m -> oo both X(V(m) A V) -* 0 and X(Ay(m) AAy)->0 for all y. Using
the left-invariance of X and the facts Ae A Bc —A AB and

(r)A¡) A (D 5,-) c U (4 A 5,), one can see that for a sufficiently large
M > 1,

H &V(M)n
/-i

n f n x^M) n n y^w
U-iw-i y-i J

>o.

Hence this intersection contains an element v such that for all / and j the
following hold:

(a)

(b)

(c)

gJ(M,n)(v) -> Xa^A/Xü) - 1,

Vy,(M> n)(°) ^ Xx,vw)(°) = *•

1 -y¡Jyt(M, n)(v) ^ XVi(W)(«) - 1.

For all i and /, UM contains g, \ xi} lv, and y¡fxv. Fix iV > 1 and let

xn = vgMN- Because { i/^g^,} is scattered, for any i,

&/(**) - 2 /(«, «)(*f VfiwiJ) -/(AT, N)(grxv).
Ittflt

Similarly for any i and/,

*&(**) " 2 /»(«, «)(xj-'t?gMJVgJ) =/Yi(M, iV)(xr'ü)
m,n
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and

But then (a), (b), (c) say that for all 5 > 0, there exists N sufficiently large

such that each g¡f(xN) > 1 — 8, each x¡Jyi(xN) > 1 — 8, and each  1 -

y&ixs) > 1 - «.   D
Suppose D denotes the maximal ideal space of CB(G) as a Banach algebra

under  pointwise   multiplication.   Then   D   consists   of   the   real-valued

homomorphisms of CB(G) and is a w*-compact subset of the unit ball of the

dual of CB(G). For each g £ G, the point evaluation functional egE D and

{ef : g £ G) is w*-dense in D.

Assume/and {fy: y E T) are as in Theorem 2.2. Fix a continuum {Fy:

y E T) of arbitrary subsets of G. Take tuples xiX,..., xin, yiX,... ,yin as in

the theorem but consistently take xi} E Fy¡ and yi} E Fy. The property of /

and {fy: y ET) shows that one can choose a suitable w*-limit 9 E D of

point evaluations such that 0(g/)=lforallgEG and 9(gfy) = Xf (a?) wr

ally £TandgE G.
Take any 9 ED. Define a function Rg-. CB(G) -* /„(G) by Rg(F)(g) =

9(g~xF) for all F E CB(G). Then Rg is a ring homomorphism which

commutes with the left-regular actions by G. Also, Rg(l) = 1 and Rg(f) > 0

if/ > 0. It is easy to see that Rg has a closed range. The above comments give

the following propositions which are stated without proof. The details are

similar to those in [10].

2.3. Proposition. Assume G is a noncompact nondiscrete metric group. Then

for any subspace S of ¡„(G) with card(5) < c, there exists 9 ED such that the

homomorphism Rg: CB(G) -» lJ(G) has vtnage(Rg) D S.

2.4. Proposition. Assume Gis a noncompact nondiscrete metric group and H

is a countable subgroup of G. Then there is a closed H-invariant ideal I in

CB(G) such that CB(G)/7 is naturally isometric to lx(H) by a ring isometry

which commutes with the action ofH. It follows that the Stone- Cech compactifi-

cation of H as a discrete group embeds into D by a homeomorphism commuting

with the action of H.

One of the important consequences of Theorem 2.2 is the following.

2.5. Theorem. Assume G is a noncompact nondiscrete group which is

amenable as a discrete group. Then there are at least 2C mutually singular

elements o/LIM all of which are singular to TLIM.

Proof. In this case card(G) > c. So by the results of [3] (see also[ll]) there
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are subsets {Fy: y ET) in G with card(T) = c such that for any £: T-»

{0,1}, there is some mi E LIM(/J with m^) = ¿(y) for all y £ T. Assume

G is metric. Then by Theorem 2.2, there exist/which is topologically null and

{/r: y E T) c CB(G) with 0 < / < 1 and 0 < fy < 1 for all y such that for
some9 ED,

(l)0(g/)=lforallgEG.

(2) 9(gfy) - Xft-(*) for all g E G, y E T.
Let Rg: CB(G)->/„(G) be the associated homomorphism defined by

ReiFXg) - ¿Kg-'F) for F E CB(G). Then Rg(f) = 1 and Re(fy) - Xft for
all y £ T. Fix £ T->{0,1} and let fy E LIM be defined by fy(F) =
m((Rg(F)) for F E CB(G). Because fy(fy) - #y) for all y £ T, this gives 2C
mutually singular elements of LIM. Because each fy(f) = 1, the invariant

means fy are mutually singular to any element of TLIM.

If G is not metric, choose a compact normal subgroup N of G such that

G/N is nondiscrete and metric. Let it: G -*■ G/N be the canonical projection.

Then m induces ir*: CB(G/N) -» CB(G) by ir*(F)"F<>ir for FE
CB(G/N). The map it* is a ring isometry into CB(G) which commutes with

the action by G such that w*(l) = 1 and v*(F) > 0 if F > 0. Theorem 2.2
applied in G/N shows there is a topologically null function / and functions

{fy: y E T) c CB(G/N) with the independence property. Choose {fy: £:
T-» {0,1}} c LIM(CB(G/A0) as before. Then {fy » w*"1: £} contains 2C
mutually singular left-invariant means on tr*(CB(B/N)) such that each

fy » it*~x(m*(f)) = 1. By inspecting the construction of/, one can see that

it*(f) is topologically null in CB(G). To finish the proof, use the fact that G is

amenable as a discrete group to get extensions .cpf E LIM(CB(G)) of each

fy o it*~x. Then {fy: f: T -* {0,1}} contains 2f mutually singular elements of

LIM each of which is singular to TLIM.   □

The cardinality result here is strong enough to prove the following. Let

6(G) = closed span of {<?♦/-/: <p £ P(G), f E CB(G)}. Let <5(G) =
closed span of {gf - f: g £ G,/ E CB(G)}. Then <5(G) c Q(G) and 6(G)
= 9"(G) if and only if TLIM = LIM.

2.6. Corollary. Assume G is a noncompact nondiscrete group which is

amenable as a discrete group. Then the space 6(G)/'ö(G) is not separable.

Again, the necessity of the assumption that G is amenable as a discrete

group in 2.5-2.6 is not clear. But Theorem 2.2 does say that if G is a

noncompact nondiscrete group, then G is not amenable as a discrete group if

and only if there is a closed left-invariant ideal J c CB(G) such that no
9 ELIM satisfies 9(1) = {0}. In other words, if G is a noncompact

nondiscrete group, then G is amenable as a discrete group if and only if

Image Rg is a subspace of ¡„(G) with a left-invariant mean for all 9 E D.
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